
MTP – Year 5- Term 1 – Place Value/ Addition and Subtraction 

Year group: 5 
Term 1 
Part 1/2 

Topic Title:  
Place Value (suggested 3 
weeks)   

 By the end of this learning children will…  
Be able to use numbers to a million in a variety of ways.  

Core Knowledge  
Children should be taught to know how to:  
- Identify numbers to 10,000; 100,000 and 

1,000,000 
- Round to the nearest 10, 100 and 1000 
- Round numbers within 100,000 
- Round numbers within a million  
- Use negative numbers in context  
- Count in 10, 100, 1000, 10,000 and 

100,000 including crossing 0 into and 
beyond negatives  

- Compare and order numbers to 100,000 
- Compare and order numbers to a million  
- Identify roman numerals to 1,000 
-  

Key Concepts  
   
- Composition of 

numbers to 1 
million  

- Negative 
numbers: 
counting, 
comparing 

- Part-part whole 
structures 

- Using 
equivalence and 
the 
compensation 
property 

- Roman numerals 
 
 Assessment  
- Pre-learning – 

Addition and 
subtraction  

 

- Post learning – 
N/A  

Maths vocabulary 
  
- Part – part -whole 
- Partitioning 
- Ascending  
- Descending  
- Order 
- Round to the nearest 

thousand  
- Roman numerals  
- Formula  
- Ones 
- Tens 
- Hundreds 
- Thousands 
- Tens of Thousands 
- Hundreds of Thousands 
- Millions  

- Negative 

Maths Procedural Knowledge/skills (F/R/PS)  
Fluency 
- Recap of Y4 may be necessary  

o See Y4 MTP  
 
- Identify place value of numbers to 10,000 

o Understand the value of digits in place 
value columns (2134 – The digit 3 is worth 
30) 

o Understand numbers to 10,000 using place 
value counters. (using 1, 10, 100, 1000, 
10,000 counter)  

o Understand how to represent numbers in 
words 

o Understand how to partition numbers to 
10,000 in a variety of ways (2345 = 
2000+300+40+5) 

 
- Round numbers to 10, 100 and 1000 within 

numbers of 10,000 
o        Understand value of each digit 
o Understand proximity of digits (rules of 

rounding) 
o Understand which digits are vital for the 

decision-making process 
o Understand which digits are being changed 

 
 
- Identify place value of numbers to 100,000 

o Understand the value of digits in place 
value columns 

o Understand how to represent the numbers 
to 100,000 using place value counters 

o Understand how to represent numbers in 
words 

o Understand how to partition numbers to 
100,000 in a variety of ways 

 
- Round numbers within 100,000 

o Understand value of each digit 
o Understand rounding rules within numbers 

to 100,000 
o Understand which digits are vital for the 

decision-making process 
o Understand which digits are being changed. 

  

Reasoning and Problem-solving suggestions 
Reasoning  
Reasoning 
- How do you know questions? 
… Explain how you know this? 
 
- Convince me 
Children to prove a statement using known procedure 
 
 

 
- True or False  
Use procedure to prove a statement is True or False 
- Explaining procedure 
Order numbers and explain how you ordered them 
- Always, sometimes, never true 
Prove using examples and procedural knowledge to 
define a statement is one above.  
 
 
Problem Solving 
 
- Missing number problems 

o Identify the place value column 
o Use the value of the digit 
o Use number bonds to find the difference 
o Insert the new digit 

- Working systematically 
o Retrieve key information  
o Infer calculations that are required 
o Use what you know as clues 
o Apply learning  

Strategies/Methods  
 
Partitioning methods  
 
Digit value 2351 = 2000+ 300 + 50 + 1 
 
Part—part whole 
- Cherry diagram  
- Bar model 
When using part-part, make sure children 
understand they can partition a few ways.  
63 = 60 and 3 but can also be shown as 50 and 
13.  
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
Rounding 10, 100 and 1000 
 
Write out number in place value  
 
2561 
 

Stem Sentences  
- ___ is less than ___, so ____ thousand is less than 

____ thousand 
- ____ is greater than ____, so ____ thousand is 

greater than ___ thousand  
- Knowing this means we can work out what’s 

missing 
- I know this……. Because 
- I know that …… because  
- I think that…. because  
- I think the question means… so the answer would 

be… 

- The reason… is that…. 

- This is always true because  
 



CPA  
Concrete – Pictorial – Abstract 
 
This should be used as a fluid way to represent values, 
rather than a linear journey.  
 
Concrete or pictorial representations can be powerful 
tools for children to express reasoning, as it can be 
particularly difficult in the abstract.  
 
For example:  
 
Using place value grids to determine and show how 
many in a place value column 
 
Using place value grids to determine digit value 
 
Using place value counters to show he values of 1 so you 
can work out the value of 5.  
 
Using base 10 and place value counters to partition 
numbers 
 
Use of number lines to help round numbers  
 
Drawing place value counters into place value grid to 
partition numbers  
 
Use of part-part whole models to partition numbers in a 
variety of ways.  

- Compare and order numbers to 100,000 
o Know the place value of numbers to 

100,000 
o Understand digit value of numbers to 

100,000 
o Understand what < > and = and different 

names for it 
o Line up the digits in place value columns 

vertically (on top of each other) 
o Start from the highest value digit and 

compare digits.  
o If the digits are the same, move to the next 

place value column.  
o Use < > or = sign to compare the numbers  
o If ordering, pick out key information of 

ascending or descending order 
o Sequence numbers in ascending or 

descending order.  
 

- Identify place value of numbers to a million 
(1,000,000) 
o Understand the value of digits in place 

value columns 
o Understand how to represent the numbers 

to 1,000,000 using place value counters 
o Understand how to represent numbers in 

words 
o Understand how to partition numbers to 

1,000,000 in a variety of ways  
 
- Round numbers to a million  

o Understand value of each digit 
o Understand rounding rules within numbers 

to a million 
o Understand which digits are vital for the 

decision-making process 
o Understand which digits are being changed. 
  

- Compare and order numbers to a million  
o Know the place value of numbers to a 

million  
o Understand digit value of numbers to a 

million  
o Understand what < > and = are and the 

different names for it 
o Line up the digits in place value columns 

(on top of each other to compare and 
order) 

o Start from the highest value digit and 
compare digits 

o If the digits are the same, move to the next 
place value column etc.  

 
- Multiple possibilities  

o Identify the key information  
o Start from the smallest and move towards 

bigger answers 
o Recap making sure you’ve checked.  

 
-  

Underline 10s/100s or 1000s depending on 
which one you rounding too 
 
2561 
 
Go to the right, look if number is below 5 or 5 
and above.  
 
Number right of underlined digit turns into a 0 
We round up or down 2560 
 

 
 
Comparing and ordering 
 
Line the numbers In the correct place value 
columns 
 
2651 
2673 
 
Start from the highest value digit and work 
across ticking if same.  
 
2651 
2673 
//x 
 
Then use <>= signs to compare  
2651<2673 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



o Know how to use < > and = to compare the 
numbers 

o Know when ordering to pick out key 
information of ascending or descending 
order 

o Know how to place numbers in ascending 
or descending order 

 
- Use negative numbers  

o Know place value of numbers to a million 
o Understand digit value of numbers to a 

million  
o Understand how we count in 10, 100, 1000, 

10,000 and 100,000 including bridging 0 
into negative numbers 

o Show negative numbers in context of real-
life situations (temperature, money, 
timings) 

o Understand how we compare numbers 
using a number line 

o Know how to represent negative numbers 
using < > and = 

o Retrieve information about ascending or 
descending order 

o Use a number line to plot number and 
order 

 
 
- Identify Roman Numerals  

o Recap Year 4 learning (Y4 MTP) 
o Identify Roman numerals to 1,000 
o Represent a variety of numbers up to 

1,000 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 



Cohesion- How does it fit into other maths learning? 
Place value is vital for children to understand the number system and underpins all 

mathematical knowledge the children will learn and apply. 
In year 4, children worked with numbers up to 1,000 fluently and applied ordering, 

comparing and sequencing to these numbers. Children must be able to use and manipulate 
4-digit numbers and represent them in a variety of ways including concrete, pictorial and 

abstract representations.  
As with all maths topics, if children are not fully secure in this area, you cannot move on as 

all future learning in this year group is based on having a deep and meaningful 
understanding of thus number system.  

Make links where possible to history/geography/science learning  
Geography topic – Will the UK ever disappear into the sea? Links: 

History topic – Changes in crime and punishment – Links: ordering dates of different 
punishments and comparing different punishments by amounts. . 

Science topic -   

Hinterland/ Scaffolding 

Useful web links:    
- A variety of base ten materials; dienes, pv counters, straws, numicon, money, the more representations, the deeper the 

understanding will be.  
 
Practical activities)/useful resources     

- Visual representations; part-part-whole models, bar models, 100 squares, gatteno charts  
 
PP/EAL 

- Pre-teaching opportunities where necessary/appropriate – using our year 4 curriculum as a pre-teach from previous 
knowledge. Basis of what learning is needed to be successful 

- Vocabulary displayed – Key vocabulary displayed on boards/vocab list at the start of the topic.  
- Misconceptions dealt with – These are dealt with in small morning activities or when they happen in the lesson.  

 
Extension for rapid graspers/expert learners    

- Problem solving and pattern spotting NOT moving onto larger numbers  
- Consider 3 part-part-whole models, with one or two missing parts, what could they be? Why?  
- read scales where not all numbers on the scale are given and estimate points in between 
- Multi-step problems  

 
Dual coding 
- Use of mathematical structures alongside movement of diagrams and verbal explanation  

o Learning new structures is supported when diagrams and representations are drawn ‘live’ as a teacher is 
explaining over the top  

o Across year groups, teachers will need to discuss what process will be modelled and how or videos could be 
created to ensure consistency in teaching  

- (NCETM has ppts to support) For example;  

 

 

   

We can see each 
counter represents a 
value. 1 10 counter = 
10 but 4 10 counters 

= 40 

Lets make 25,214, 
we can see we have 
a 2 digit in the tens 

of thousands 
column, so we draw 
2, 10,000 counters. 5 
thousand counters 

We have a a 2 in the 
hundreds column, 

we need two 
counters of 100 so 

show a value of 200 

We have 1 in the 
tens column, we put 

1 place value 
counter of 10. 

We have a 4 in the 
ones, we use 4 one’s 

counters to 
represent 4 

 

Where can this take you 
- Once PV of 4-digit up to 6-digit numbers has been secured, children are then able 

to move on and work with numbers in a way underpinned by understanding. 
- Step counting/working with multiples of ten/hundred is more accessible if chn 

can count in tens/hundreds 
- Addition/subtraction is more accessible, if children can see patterns and 

relationships in numbers. Using number bonds in greater numbers.  
o We then move onto addition and subtraction using mental methods, 

so fluency with using these numbers is critical  
- Place Value will support in occupations dealing with number 

o Particularly money, eg handling change on a till  
o Accountancy – having the understanding to use formula 
o Construction – having the understand of place value can support with 

the conversion of units eg cm m and mm etc.   
 

Mathematical Misconceptions 
- Confusion between ‘ty’ and ‘teen’ numbers 
- Counting in tens; …, 70, 80, 90, 20 (due to not pronouncing correctly) 
- That 3-digit numbers can only be partitioned into hundreds, tens and ones  
- Misreading < > signs  
- Not spotting patterns in the number system  
- Recording ‘one hundred and three’ as 1003 
- Thinking the fifth-place value is millions eg 24, 567 is two million, four thousand, five 

hundred and sixth seven.  
Some pupils can confuse the language of large (and small) numbers since the prefix ‘milli- 
means ‘one thousandth’ (meaning that there are 1000 millimetres in a metre for example) 
while one million is actually a thousand thousand 

Language Misconceptions  
- Making sure we are using one’s column and not units. 
- When writing out numbers in words, making sure we say the number before we write, 

thinking of pauses and use of and.  
Hundreds of thousands; tens of thousands 



Teacher resources  
 

• https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/teaching-mathematics-in-
primary-schools  

• Classroom secrets 

• White rose 

• Twinkl  

• NCETM 

• Sum Dog  

• Deepening understanding  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/teaching-mathematics-in-primary-schools
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/teaching-mathematics-in-primary-schools


MTP  

Year group: 5 
Term 1 
Part 2/2 

Topic Title:  
Addition and Subtraction 
(suggested 3 weeks)   

 By the end of this learning, children will…  
Be able to use a formal written method with pictorial representations to add and subtract 

Core Knowledge  
Children will be taught to know how to:  
- Use negative numbers on a number line. 
- Use negative numbers in context  
- Round to estimate and approximate  
- Add whole numbers with more than 4-

digits  
- Subtract whole numbers with more than 

4-digits 
- Solve multi-step addition and 

subtraction problems  
- Use inverse operations 

Key Concepts  
-     Calculating with 

numbers to 1 
million  

- Negative numbers 
– calculating  

- Part part whole 
structures 

- Use equivalence 
and the 
compensation 
property to 
calculate  

- Formal written 
methods 

 
 Assessment  
- Pre-learning – 

statistics  
 
- Post learning – 

Place value 

 

Maths vocabulary  
- Part – part -whole 
- 1, 2, 3 and 4-digit 
- Millions, Hundreds of 

thousands, Tens of 
thousands, Thousands, 
Hundreds, Tens and 
ones  

- Greater than/less 
than/equal to  

- Multiples  
- Addend + addend = 

sum 
- Minuend – subtrahend 

= difference 
- Commutativity 
- Inverse   
- Estimate 
- Approximate 
- Negative number 
- Number line  

- Part Part Whole 

Maths Procedural Knowledge/skills (F/R/PS)  
Maths Procedural Knowledge/skills (F/R/PS)  
- Recap of Y4 may be necessary  

o See Y4 MTP  
 
- Negative numbers 

o Understand what the negative sign looks 
like including names 

o Place negative numbers on a number line 
(make sure number line includes 0 and 
positive numbers) 

o Crossing between positive to negative 
o Answer questions using a number line.  
o Apply negative numbers into real life 

situations  
 

- Calculating with numbers to a million  
o Place numbers correctly in place value 

columns 
o Describe digit value based on place value 

columns 
o Partition numbers into digit values and add 

mentally (not crossing) 
o Crossing the 10 barrier (Visualisation) 
o Partition numbers into digit values and 

subtraction 
o Represent numbers to a million in part-part 

whole 
 
- Formal written methods – addition  

o Place numbers correctly into place value 
columns 

o Use place value counters to count on for 
addition 

o Use a number line to count on for addition  
o Visualise column addition 
o Add whole numbers with more than 4-digits 

using numerals  
o Round to the nearest 10, 100 and 1000 
o Use rounding to help estimate answers before 

calculating  
 
 

 

Reasoning and Problem-solving suggestions 
Reasoning  
- How do you know questions? 
- Explain how you know this? 
- Convince me 
- Children to prove a statement using learning 
- True or False 
- Order numbers and explain how you ordered them 
- Always, sometimes, never  
- Prove using examples and 
- procedural knowledge to define 
- a statement is one above. 

Problem solving  
- Missing number problems  
- Identify the place value column  
- Use the value of the digit  
- Use number bonds to find the difference  
- Insert the new digit  
Working systematically 
- Retrieve key information  
- Infer calculations that are required  
- Use what you know as clues  
- Apply learning  
Multiple possibilities  
- Identify the key information  
- Recap making sure you’ve checked. 
Who is correct? Explain why? 
 

 
 
Convince me a statement is correct  
 

Strategies/Methods  
 
Column addition  

1. Line the digits up correctly In place 
value columns  

2. Starting with the one’s column, 
add both digits together. If the 
number is greater than 9, we write 
the digit in the ones and carry the 
digit in the 10s 

3. We do this step for adding the 
tens, hundreds etc 

4. If we have carried from the 
previous number, make sure we 
add that onto each total in 
columns.  

 
Column subtraction  

1. Line up the digits correctly in place 
value columns as the question 
reads (we do not need to have 
biggest number on top) 

2. Start with the ones, we subtract 
the bottom number from the top 
number.  

3. If the top digit is smaller than the 
bottom digit, we need to exchange 
from me the next column (e.g. 
exchange 1 ten into 10 ones) 

4. We do this step for subtracting 10, 
100s etc.  

 
 
 

Stem Sentences  
- “This is one ten. It is also ten ones.” 
- “If this is one hundred this is also one hundred ones 

or ten tens.”  
- “If __ is a part and __ is a part, then __ is the 

whole.”  
- “Show me/Explain why” 
- “__ is between __ and __.” 
- “The __ represents __ tens, it has a value of __. The 

__ represents __ ones, it has a value of __.”  
- “If I know__, then I know___”  
- Knowing this means we can work out what’s 

missing 
- I know this……. Because 
- I know that …… because  
- I think that…. because  
- I think the question means… so the answer would 

be… 
- The reason… is that…. 

- This is always true because… 



CPA  
Concrete – Pictorial – Abstract 
 
This should be used as a fluid way to represent values, 
rather than a linear journey.  
 
Concrete or pictorial representations can be powerful 
tools for children to express reasoning, as it can be 
particularly difficult in the abstract.  
 
For example:  

 
Using numicon to show how negative numbers look  

 
Using number lines to show how negative numbers sit 
relative to positive numbers 
 
Scales and context of negative numbers pictorially.  
 
Grouping and carrying using place value counters to 
show carry 10 ones into 1 ten.  
 
Part-part whole model including bar models to show 
between different numbers.  
 
Using place value counters to show how we need to 
exchange during subtraction, 1 ten for 10 ones.  
 
IMPORTANT – when using the concrete/pictorial, it is 
really important to show the abstract as children can 
make and see links. 

- Formal written methods – subtractions  
o Place numbers correctly into place 
o Use place value counters to count back for 

subtraction 
o Use a number line to count back for 

subtraction  
o Visualise column subtraction 
o Read the question to understand which 

number goes first in formal written method 
(biggest number on top misconception) 

o Subtract whole numbers with more than 4-
digits using numerals  

o Rounding to the nearest 10,100 and 1000 
o Use rounding to help estimate answers before 

calculating 
o Answer + addend = original minuend for 

inverse calculation 
 

- Solve multi-step addition and subtraction problems  
o Retrieve correct information  
o Infer calculations needed to solve question  

Use formal written methods to solve  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Explain the mistake and correct it 
 

 
 
Problem Solving  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 



 
 
 

 
Working systematically 
- Retrieve key information  
- Infer calculations that are required  
- Use what you know as clues  
- Apply learning  
Multiple possibilities  
- Identify the key information  
- Recap making sure you’ve checked. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Cohesion - How does it fit into other maths learning?  
This topic looks at addition and subtraction whilst being able to apply our new 
knowledge of numbers to a million. Using our place value knowledge, children 
will be able to add and subtract numbers with more than 4-digits in a formal 

written method using exchanging and carrying. Children who are fluent will be 
able to answer questions which require more than 1 step to answer the question. 

Children to be given concrete and pictorial representations to help aid the 
understanding of exchanging and carrying.  

Make links where possible to history/geography/science learning  
Geography topic - Will the UK ever disappear into the sea?  

History topic – Changes in crime and punishment – Adding multiple crimes 
together during a time period. Know the difference between crimes in different 

time frames.  
Science topic - 

Hinterland/ Scaffolding (practical activities)/useful resources     
Useful web links:    

- A variety of base ten materials; dienes, pv counters, straws, numicon, money, the more representations, the deeper the 
understanding will be.  

 
Practical activities)/useful resources     

- Visual representations; part-part-whole models, bar models, 100 squares, gatteno charts  
 
PP/EAL 

- Pre-teaching opportunities where necessary/appropriate – using our year 4 curriculum as a pre-teach from previous knowledge. Basis 
of what learning is needed to be successful 

- Vocabulary displayed – Key vocabulary displayed on boards/vocab list at the start of the topic.  
- Misconceptions dealt with – These are dealt with in small morning activities or when they happen in the lesson  

Extension for rapid graspers/expert learners  
- Problem solving and pattern spotting NOT moving onto larger numbers  
- Consider 3 part equations, with one or two missing parts, what could they be? Why? How is best to solve? Eg 845 – 125 – 325 = ??? 

OR 845 - ??? – 325 = 125 
- Use of part-part whole questions 

 

Dual coding 
- Use of mathematical structures alongside movement of diagrams and verbal explanation  

o Learning new structures is supported when diagrams and representations are drawn ‘live’ as a teacher is explaining over 
the top  

o Across year groups, teachers will need to discuss what process will be modelled and how or videos could be created to 
ensure consistency in teaching  

- (NCETM has ppts to support) For example;  

  

   

Look at our question 
and place out the 

top number in place 
value counters.  

We check if we need 
to do any 

exchanging, we do 
this for example, we 

can’t take away 6 
from 3, so we 

exchnage 1 ten for 
10 one’s 

We can do 13-6, so 
we cross off 6 of the 

one’s  

We can subtract 1 
away from 3 so cross 
out one of the 10s, 

and we can subtract 
3 from 6 so we cross 

3 hundreds 

Finally, we cross 4 
thousands off as we 
subtract that, which 
now we can show in 
pictorial and abstract 

and we have the 
difference.  

 

Where can this take you 
- Working mentally with encourage children to do so as they go through the 

school and begin to work with larger numbers  
- Addition/subtraction is more accessible, if children can see patterns and 

relationships in numbers  
o We then move onto addition and subtraction using mental 

methods, so fluency with using these numbers is critical  
- Addition and subtraction is a vital skill for adulthood 

o Manipulating numbers can help with everything from 
estimating cost of a shop, to judging quantities required   

o Working with mental strategies will reduce dependence on 
FWM   

Running a business understanding how to pay for things, make a profit, pay for 
staff. 

Mathematical Misconceptions 
- Not understanding the millions/Hundreds of thousands/ Tens of thousands/ 

thousands/hundreds/tens/ones-ness of each value 
- Adding to the wrong ‘column’ 
- Not being able to count in tens within hundreds (eg 352, 362, 372, etc)  
- Does not always have to be biggest number on top for subtraction  
- When subtracting mentally, pupils may deal with columns separately and 

not combine correctly; e.g. 180 -24: 180-20 = 160. Taking away 4 will leave 
6 so the answer is 166.  

 

Language Misconceptions  
- When adding two numbers together we get the sum (make sure we use this 

instead of answer) 
- When subtracting we get the difference (make sure we use this instead of 

answer) 
- Using the word equation rather than number sentence.  
When subtracting, we may need to use a technique called exchanging to make 
our numbers bigger and easier to subtract. Remember we do not say borrowing, 
as that implies we send it back to the place value column after. 



Teacher resources  
 

• https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/teaching-
mathematics-in-primary-schools  

• Classroom secrets 

• White rose 

• Twinkl  

• NCETM 

• Sum Dog  

• Deepening understanding  

 

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/teaching-mathematics-in-primary-schools
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/teaching-mathematics-in-primary-schools

